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Dear Members of the Class of 2016,

Congratulations. Doesn’t it seem like Orientation was only yesterday? Now, you are poised to graduate from Arcadia University and embark upon the next chapter of your lives.

While at Arcadia, you have developed your intellect through rigorous academic programs, expanded your cultural knowledge through international education experiences, and discovered passions that will guide you in the future. Whether your path continues with a professional career, graduate school, volunteer work, or military service, it will be shaped by the experiences and opportunities that you embraced during your time at Arcadia University.

Though your undergraduate years are nearing an end, your initiation into Arcadia’s community of innovative, scholarly alumni is just beginning. Hold dear the lifelong connections you have formed with fellow classmates; preserve the relationships you have forged with faculty and staff; and carry the memories of your undergraduate experience with you always.

It is an honor to serve as president of a University which transforms dedicated students into motivated leaders. I look forward to seeing you on campus and hearing about your accomplishments as alumni of Arcadia University. Congratulations and best wishes.

Sincerely,

Dr. Nicolette DeVille Christensen
President, Arcadia University
Senior Class

Jennifer Ashby  Jibek Azizkyzy  Seung Jin Bae  Haley Bank  Laura Bara
Michael Barbalace  Alyssa Barilotti  Alex Barkasy  William Barkasy  Magdalena Bartnikowska
Rachael Bast  Taylor Battaglia  Alexandra Bayles  Gabriella Beaudoin  Anil Beephan
Class of 2016

Miriam Hernandez-Meadows  Robert Hessler  Tyler Hiller  Bryan Hladycz

Lauren Hoch  Taylor Hofmann  Markeeta Holmes  Miranda Holzlein

Caitlin Horan  Shelby Horton  Brandon Horvath  Kasey Howard

Ami Howarth  Crystal Hyman  Jennifer Ihnacik  Victoria Iwanowski
Alexandria Milligan  Jacob Mills  Jenna Mirabelli  Barrett Mitchell  Victoria Mone

Janel Moore  Dulce Morales  Natalie Momer  Austin Morris  Jelahni Morson

Brian Murphy  Maureen Muturi  Laura Myers  Shaina Navarro  Passone Nettles

Emily Ng  Anmy Nguyen  Tien Nguyen  William Nolter  Trilby Norton
GO KNIGHTS!

Arcadia Welcomes the Class of 2016
SENIOR SUPERLATIVES

Best Bromance

Jason Capati and Christian Viaje
Best Girls Duo

Mary Jane Costello and Kaitlin McBryan

Most Likely To Become A Superhero

Alison O'Neil and Seth Shoap
Most Likely to become overly involved with cats!
Aly Wolf

Most Likely to run for recent graduate trustee!
Jillian Arenson and A.J Beephan
Most Likely to work in a college!
Morgan McKenna and Eddie Pappazoni

Most Likely to have their own talk show!
Janel Moore and Matt Tamborrino
Arcadia Athletics

Arcadia Knights
Arcadia Clubs
SGO

Arcadia University's Student Government Organization (SGO) serves the Undergraduate population and provides an outlet for student voice. SGO encourages active participation within the university's community and promotes self-advocacy for all student. SGO aims to encourage student leadership through collaboration between Arcadia staff, faculty, and the student body.

PERSONAL FITNESS

Co-presidents: Jess Braun Devon Miller
Executive Board:
Ambre Williams - President
Alexandra (Alex) Kenner - Vice President
Alexandra (Lexie) Rinaldi - Treasurer
Leila Dow - Secretary

POWER stands for Pushing Our Women-of-Color to Excel in the Real-World.

POWER is a club that focuses on the sisterhood, scholarship, and service of women of color on campus, in our surrounding communities, and worldwide.
Equestrian Team
Martial Arts

Above: Martial Arts Club members practice escapes from wrist grabs.

Right: Martial Arts demonstration from the OIA event "Celebrating Cultures."

PEERS

Arcadia University's PEERS is a club focused on sex education and wellness. They talk about healthy relationships as well as give information regarding sexual wellness.
SABA
P.A.W
S.V.O
SPANISH
American Sign Language
AMNESTY
INTERNATION
FICA
CHEERLEADING
PRIDE
ASIAN STUDENTS IN AMERICA
For the Women
Puero Ritmo
Knight Club
Latin Association
ARCADIA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Hillel

Meditation
ROCK CLIMBING
ULTIMATE FRISBEE
AU SPECIAL OLYMPICS
ANIME
ARCADIA GAMING SOCIETY
Creative Expressions

Art Outreach
ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK
The Honors Program is a specialized program only open to select students. There is both an academic and extra-curricular side to the program. Every student must complete five courses: Honors Project, Explorations in Leadership, and three HN390 electives on various topics. In addition to this, the Honors Council puts on events throughout the year such as a showing of Rocky Horror Picture Show, AU Stop Hunger Games, Exhibition for Academic Success, and various others. The president of the Honors Council from 2015-2016 was Junior Greta Diem.
HONORS PROGRAM
Student Programming Board
Mr. Beaver Competition
Knight Madness is Arcadia University's Pep Rally for all of the sports that go on at the school. Not only do we get pumped for our teams, we also have performances from Knight Club and Puro Ritmo as well as being able to participate in games and competitions to win awesome prizes!
Study Abroad
FYSAE London

A group of Freshman traveled to London to spend a semester studying at the Arcadia London Center and some even chose to take classes at City University London.
FYSAE Scotland

First year students embarked on the adventure of a lifetime to study for a semester at the University of Stirling.
Seniors!
Yearbook Staff

Sam Hipe
Molly Grimes
Evan Brand
AJ Wright
Michelle Mendia
Jillian Arenson
Nicole Daly
Sierra Elmore
Chiara Fucci